
I assume you know about atoms, I assume you know they are made of protons, 
neutrons and electrons.
p + n live in the nucleus, which is a super tiny place at the 'centre' of atoms

Electrons (e-) 'orbit in "shells" around the nucleus

Electrons are distributed in regions of statistical probability about the nucleus (in 
"clouds") whose shape depend upon the number of electrons and the protons in 
the nucleus.
Electrons have a mass of 9.11 x 10 -31 kg ELECTRONS HAVE A NEGATIVE CHARGE
Protons have a mass of 1.67 x 10 - 27 kg PROTONS HAVE A POSTIVE CHARGE
Neutrons have a mass of 1.67 x 10 - 27 kg NEUTRONS ARE NEUTRAL <= no charge

On an atomic scale: electrons have no mass* in AMU (atomic mass units) 

electrons have - 1 charge there is no smaller charge AKA: the elementary charge

On an atomic scale: protons have mass 1.0 AMU 
Protons have + 1 charge there is no smaller charge AKA the elementary charge 

On an atomic scale: neutrons have 1.0 AMU, no charge, boring except as use as 
atomic projectiles

Conductors:  a class of materials which allow electrical charges to transfer easily 
across their surfaces. (These materials also tend to transfer heat energy easily.)
Metals are good conductors: palladium the best of conductors, Pt, Au, Cu
Some metalloids are decent conductors, graphite being the best example. Why are metals
(generally) good conductors? The outer (valence) electrons are weakly bonded to the 
Nucleus, and are readily released to pass to the next atom. "A sea of loosely bonded e -s"

Insulators: a class of materials which do not allow easy passage of electrical 
charges. Typical examples: covalent compounds. (Glass, wood, ceramix, rubber, 
styrofoam…)[electrons are strongly bonded in chemical bonds to multiple atoms]

Uncharged objects (common state) have equal numbers of protons and electrons, 
for example an oxygen atom O-16, has atomic # 8 <= # of protons

Atomic mass - atomic # = # neutrons
Neutral atoms of O-16 will have 8 electrons whose charge offsets the 8 
protons' charge giving a neutral atom.

O-16 <= 16 tells us the atomic mass AMU <= used to find the # of neutrons,

Charged objects have unequal numbers of protons and electrons. Negatively 
charged objects have an excess of electrons. Positively charged objects have a 
shortage of electrons. 

Atomic Structure:
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Charged objects have unequal numbers of protons and electrons. Negatively 
charged objects have an excess of electrons. Positively charged objects have a 
shortage of electrons. 

The Law of Conservation of Charge: the total charge in the universe must be 
conserved, the total charge before an event must equal the total charge after the 
event.

The size of the elementary charge: <= Charge is measure in Coulombs (C) in 
equations charge is symbolized Q, q 
This was determined in 1897 by Robert Millikan in the Millikan oil drop 
experiment. He found the elementary charge (on an electron) to be:
- 1.6 x 10 - 19 C.

Coulomb found Coulomb's Law: there exists a force between any 2 charged 
objects which is proportional to the charge of each object and a universal 
constant, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the 
charges.
Fe = k q1 q2

           r2

k = Coulomb's constant 9.00 x 10 9 Nm2 / C2 *
Opposite charges attract.

In terms of Coulombs Law if 

Similar charges repel.
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